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REsearch Across the Curriculum
The grade nine Theology students returned to the LC during
Q3 with Mr. Tulp to learn advanced search techniques while
working on their Writing Across the Curriculum assignment.
The students began the
project by completing a
Search Strategies
Worksheet at the
beginning of their
treasure hunt for
information. They
practiced using search
operators and limiters like the minus sign, quotation
marks, site: and truncation and analyzed their search
results comparing the sites retrieved using a simple
search string and a more advanced one.
Mr. Tulp asked the Theology scholars to choose a
Gospel passage and research the historical context of
the Gospel, the meaning of the passage and the literary
genre of the Bible story. The students were required to
follow the steps of the Writing Process before
communicating the findings of their research in a 2-3
page paper.
The students researched a wide array of stories from all
four Gospels, ranging from the Nativity and resurrection
stories to parables and accounts of the miracles Jesus performed during his ministry.

✫✫✫
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Did you Know?
Did you know that key scenes from movie director, Greta
Gerwig’s adaptation of Little Women were filmed at
Gibson House Museum in Boston’s Back Bay?
This winter, staff at the historical home hosted house
tours that featured behind the scenes information about
the production of the 2019 movie on Wednesday
afternoons at 5:30 pm. Future LIttle Women tours are
postponed until future notice due to the pandemic.
Learn more about life in Victorian Boston and take a
virtual tour of Gibson House at the museum’s website.

✫✫✫
MLS Webinars

Earlier this week, I attended a webinar called Coping Strategies for All During a Time of
Isolation and Uncertainty, which was sponsored by the Massachusetts Library System. The
speaker, Lisa Drennan, works for MERGE Diverse Abilities Inclusion Consulting.
She emphasized that we are practicing physical distancing right now, rather than social distancing. Lisa
provided a list of Top Ten Inclusion Tips to focus on during the pandemic. Her suggestions were
definitely doable and helpful.
1. Shift to a positive mindset. For example, instead of saying, “I am stuck at home,” think of this
quarantine as being “safe at home.”
2. Facilitate social connectedness by reaching out and helping others to stay in touch.
3. Be flexible and think creatively about how to accomplish tasks in new ways.
4. Create a visual schedule to provide structure for yourself and your family.
5. Be mindful of general communication practices. For example, when giving directions use as few
words as possible, exhibit a calm demeanor and allow time for processing.
6. Set clear expectations.
7. Take care of yourself by eating healthy foods, exercising, sleeping, listening to music, limiting
exposure to the news, and practicing gratitude.
8. Remember you are not in this alone. Ask for help when necessary.
9. Use positive language. For example, use praise v. corrections and point out what you would like
to see.
10. Spend time outdoors. Nature can be healing.
The MLS has posted a recording of the webinar on its website.  Click here to listen. You can also

download a Handout of helpful resources. Stay well!

✫✫✫
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What are you Reading?
Reading books set in faraway lands always appeals to me. I enjoy reading about new cultures
and customs, meeting fascinating characters, exploring exotic land and cityscapes, and
perhaps learning a bit of world history.
One afternoon while scrolling through Pinterest, I found an intriguing pin leading to a blog
called Keeping Up with the Penguins. In this particular post, the author wrote about wanting to
expand her global reading and begin keeping a book passport. She was inspired by a TED talk
given by Ann Morgan, who blogged about her quest to read a piece of literature from every
country in the world within a year.
Instead of keeping a book passport to track my literary travels, I opted to create a Global
Reading map. Who knew that Google allows you to create and save your own maps? It has
been fun reviewing my book lists and pinning the places I have visited in print on my map. My
farthest journey has been to Australia (the novels of Liane Moriarty) and my favorite literary
destinations are Edinburgh (the 44 Scotland Street series by Alexander McCall Smith) and
Paris (The Little Paris Bookshop by Nina George and The Most Beautiful Walk in the World by
John Baxter). I love reading books set in those magical cities.
If you have the time and inclination, please create your own global reading map and share it
with our SJP reading community.
My Global Reading Map

✫✫✫
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Q3 Book Displays for Black History Month and Women in History Month

The TIE and HSQS
The student news reporters have published a new issue of The TIE, putting it together as third
quarter drew to a close. As always, the staff assembled an eclectic collection of articles in
this issue. Please take a moment to read about camel riding in Jordan, the Camden service
trip, and Eileen’s review of the new Sonic movie, along with the other engaging articles.
At the end of January, our “smart squad” otherwise known as the High School Quiz Show team,
took a field trip to the WGBH studios to watch a taping of the televised quiz show. We
witnessed Andover High School take on Wellesley High School. Our episode aired on March
28. While watching, I spotted our team in the audience!

Cheering on Andover and Wellesley at WGBH studios.

#sjplc
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Read more about the trip to WGBH and our delightful pre-taping lunch at Mainely Burgers in
Madeline’s TIE article.

✫✫✫
Virtual Library Visits still possible

Although we are unable to walk through the doors of our favorite
library for a while, we still have access to those beloved havens of
learning and knowledge. Make a virtual visit to an online library today
by exploring the 24/7 resources listed here.
Everyone can still access our SJP eBook collection, databases and
Resource Guides on the SJPLC website.

✫✫✫

Spirit Week

 Young entrepreneurs.

#sjplc

Lunchtime Book Club

Freshmen researchers.
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